Abstract-Protein function depends on structural folding from the amino acid sequence. Correctly predicting the amino acid sequence is thus helpful for evaluating the protein structure and function. In 1995, a hydrophobicpolar model (HP model) was proposed to simplify the folding process. This model drastically simplifies the real folding space into a lattice and combines an optimization algorithm to predict the protein structure. Many optimization algorithms have been implemented with the HP model for protein structure prediction, but accuracy and speed still need to be improved. This study proposes a fairly new algorithm, namely the rooted tree optimization (RTO), to improve on current algorithm performance. RTO provide three ways to find optimal solution and with the HP model for protein structure prediction. The local search is designed to add to each iteration of RTO to improve performance of the triangular lattice model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hereditary information of all living organisms is stored in their DNA, which is made up of four nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). Each amino acid is encoded by three nucleotides, which constitute one codon. A total of 64 codon combinations encode the amino acids and 20 amino acids have currently been identified [1] , [2] . The structure of a protein can be divided into four levels. The primary structure is the amino acid sequence, while the secondary structure is the folded amino acid sequence. The tertiary structure is an individual protein formed using several folded secondary structures, which have independent activities and functions. An individual protein may be polymerized with other proteins, resulting  Manuscript received April 25, 2016; revised July 25, 2016.
in a polymer that forms a quaternary structure with more complex functions.
The primary structure (amino acid sequence) correctly folds to a tertiary structure that can determine protein function and control basic functions. Predicting protein structures has emerged as an important research issue [3] , but such predictions require the investigation of many possible protein folding structures, making it very time and cost-intensive [4] . This paper proposes Rooted Tree Optimization (RTO) algorithm with HP model to improve forecasting protein structure efficiency.
In 1985, Dill proposed the hydrophobic-polar protein folding model (HP model) [5] , providing significant improvements for the prediction accuracy of protein structures, thus reducing study time and cost. Proteins usually have a hydrophobic core to stabilize the structure. As shown in Fig. 1 , the HP model uses this to evaluate fitness, i.e., the interaction is taken -1 because the minimum free energy approaches its native state [6] . However, the whole simulation is processed using 2D or 3D lattices, and does not reinsert different amino acids at the same lattice point [7] , [8] , which is a self-avoiding walk. The HP model for protein structure prediction is defined as nondeterministic polynomial-time-hard (NPhard) [9] , [10] problem which poses problems for machine-based solutions, because the model must account for all amino acid folding possibilities, especially in long sequences. Many algorithms perform well in the HP model, but are not suitable for use with long amino acid sequences.
The Rooted Tree Optimization algorithm (RTO) for economic dispatch with valve-point effect performs well [11] , so RTO is applied to protein structure prediction (PSP) problems because this study requires an optimal solution search function. However, the update formula to root cannot be directly applied in PSP.
In the current study, we improve the RTO algorithm formula to update R c , R n and R r for protein structure prediction problem. The new approach with the HP model performs well, but determining optimal parameter settings is still an issue. Therefore, the difference parameter is set to R c , R n and R r showy to result and discussion.
An algorithm using the HP model for a PSP problem is a folding direction simulation, e.g., encode number for 1 that fold the next amino acid to the left of the current amino acid so that the last amino acid does not required encoding, thus the entire amino acid sequence is folded to calculate the fitness. However, except the last amino acid are having encoding, i.e., folded structure has been defined while can see the 
A. HP Model
This model clusters all amino acids into two groups (hydrophobic and polar), and the folding space is simplified to a lattice. Different amino acids cannot be included on a single point, thus the amino acid sequence cannot be interrupted in prediction. The HP model generally uses square lattices and triangular lattices for prediction. To test the searching ability of the RTO algorithm, we use the triangular lattice because it must explore more possible folding configurations than the square lattice.
B. RTO Algorithm
The Rooted Tree Optimization (RTO) algorithm [11] is a fairly new algorithm proposed by Labbi in 2016. It simulates the root of tree searching for wet soil, in which one part of total root grows from the best root (i.e., the wettest place), one part of total root affects growth according to previous best root, and the surplus part will randomly select one root to search for water randomly. The algorithm uses three functions to update the root, how to select the updated way to be determined by R n , R c and R r before selection way needed to reorder all root. The original updated formulas are not suitable to solve the current problem (PSP), and were thus modified as follows.
The RTO algorithm pseudo code shows explains the prediction process. First, set some parameter value and initialize each root. After, the wetness (fitness) calculation, sort the roots, best root determine and update each root to form a loop which updates the root according to parameter setting and formula from sections B.1, B.2 and B.3. This loop is executed continually until it achieves the maximum number of iterations.
B.1 The Rate to Nearest Root of Population (Rn)
R n is a proportion parameter setting for all roots; 20 percent of all roots are updated from the best root if the R n setting by 0.2. The best folding simulation is chosen to update the root to change the folding direction for one random amino acid. The change function follows as: (1) (2) where X new is next iteration's root, X best is the previous iteration's best solution, i is current root of the population, r 1 is random for dimension to root of the population, and r 2 is a random number between min and max (i.e., minimum and maximum searching). Eq. (1) copies the previous X best to X new while choosing a random dimension, then (2) changes the information between minimum and maximum search value.
1) Rate to continuous orientation for root of population (R c )
R c is a proportional parameter setting for all roots, i.e., 30 percent of all roots update if R c is 0.3. The roots find water to grow to previous best root that function according the formula for HP model. (3) where j is the dimension of the root, X old is the previous root, and c 2 is a parameter set between 0 to 1. Eq. (3) like updated formula of particle swarm optimization algorithm [12] .
2) Rate of random root of population (R r ) R r is a proportional parameter setting for all roots, i.e., 50 percent of all roots update if R c is 0.5. The update root randomly selects multiple points (amino acids) from the previous root for mutating to a random direction. If the new root is wetter, it will replace the old root. The update formula is as follows: (4) (5) (6) where X temporary is a temporary root, change is mutation from original, r1 is a random value for the dimension to the root of the population, and r 2 is a random number between the minimum and maximum search. Eq. (4) copies a random root from the previous population to X temporary(change) and X temporary(original) . Eq. (5) gives every dimension of X temporary(original) a mutation probability. Eq. (6) selects the best temporary root for X new . Fig. 3 shows the root updating procedure. Every root is reordered from highest to lowest according to its wetness (fitness), and then updating methods are chosen proportionally. For example, if R n , R c , R r are respectively 0.3, 0.2 and 0.5, then 30%, 20% and 50% of all roots will be respectively updated using R n , R c , and R r . ,the three way introduction and formula reference the part B of methods section. 
C. Update to Root

D. Calculate Fitness (Wetness)
In the HP model, fitness is the sum of hydrophobichydrophobic interaction that more assumes protein structure to native state, the number excludes adjacent hydrophobic protein sequences. In Fig. 1 , the dashed lines indicate interaction.
III. RESULT
A. Parameter Setting
The parameter setting is shown as Table I . C 2 likes learning factor of PSO, so it is set at 0.2. Population and max iteration are setting at 100 while often set in a new test. The triangular lattice has six folding possibilities, so the search range is set between 0 and 5, respectively represent folding to the left, upper left, upper right, right, lower right and lower left. R n , R c, R r are complex to setting, so a experiment shows difference result as Table  II. 
B. Different Parameter Comparison
This section discusses different settings of Rn, Rc, and Rr because using different proportions to update the root will significantly affect the search ability. Overusing an update model for prediction loses the combined search effect. The sequence 1 to 5 references to Table III which as our test object because predicted poor on short sequence that less likely to have good results in the long sequence. Therefore, we set split points at lengths of 50. Lengths equal to or greater than 50 is defined as a long sequence, while those smaller than 50 are defined as short sequences. To change difference parameter to prediction can select the best setting to predict long sequences.
Experiments 4-6 show only a way to update which is not a good decision, especially when only using Rc gets the poor prediction results, but it is not a good idea to completely discards this way. Though discarded the Rc way in the experiment 7 have nice but compared to opposite not better. After determining the three formulas has its own meaning of existence, we adjust the ratio to approximately show as experiments 1 to 3, it was observed that excessive allocate setting to Rn is not a good choice, then half of population use Rc way can prediction well. Sequences 1 and 3 predict a simpler folding structure. With the exception of using Rn only (experiment 5), all other settings found the best structure. Sequence 5 only a setting (experiment 1) predicts the best structure, and next section uses this setting as the basis for comparisons with other algorithms.
C. Prediction Performance Comparisons with other Algorithms
We validate the performance of the proposed algorithm for protein structure prediction through experiments. RTO predict base on eight benchmark of Table III for experiments. Using the square HP model, several algorithms are able to predict the optimal structure, but performance is lower using the triangular HP model. Therefore, we apply the algorithms to eight sequences to simulate folding. Prediction results are compared with those of other algorithms based on the triangular lattice. Table III compares the prediction results of SAG, HGA and TS. The first is shortest amino acid sequence among the eight tests, "-" indicates the algorithm produces no prediction for the current sequence, and the HGA algorithm predicts the best structure. In other sequences, the prediction performance of HGA and SGA is slightly worse, and RTO produces the same prediction solution as TS. TS outperforms RTO on sequence 7, but RTO performs better on the longest sequence (-66). Overall, RTO has good predictive ability regardless for both long and short sequences. TS generally produces good prediction results, but its prediction for sequence 8 includes some small defects.
Short sequences are easier to predict than long sequences because short sequence significantly reduces predict the structure likelihood relatively long sequence.
Therefore, R n produces a more detailed search of similar structures for the best solution of short sequences with good results. For long sequences, random searches using R r produces good structure predictions for avoid falling into the area the best solution. R c can close bad structure to better structure to prevent idle at bad prediction.
While the overall results are as we expected forecast, but still some sequence structure prediction are not the best solution. However, how to escape from the approximate optimum solution to finding a real best solution focuses on considerations in optimization algorithms always. The R r only slightly improve the situation. After the study R r will be focused to improve which maybe can reference modified hill climbing. Then the algorithm stability will be considered. Fig. 4 is RTO prediction result on the best visualization. In the figure, black point is hydrophobic, white point is polar, left top number is fitness in current prediction structure, dashed representative hydrophobichydrophobic interaction increase fitness each one. The solid line indicates amino acid connection of sequence, the first mark the sequence beginning (first amino acid).
D. Prediction Results Visualization
Eight sequence predicted results visualization of figure as can be seen to the folding correctly or be close have many hydrophobic in center that like the natural protein folding. 
IV. DISCUSSION
In recent years, many methods have been applied to predict protein folding problem [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . In this study, we try a new idea to protein structure prediction with HP model, it achievement is well to long amino acid sequence in particular. In short sequence (1-4), TS and RTO can predict best structure that proves the prediction not just pure better than other algorithms, it is really can predict the correct structure on HP model. The formula 3 of updated root like PSO updating velocity which closer general predictions to better result, the formula 1 and 2 detailed search similar structures of optimal solution, so a good prediction results obtained in the short sequence. Formula 4 to 6 random search to other structure which prevent into the area optimal solution and repeated searching for similar structures. Formula 1 to 6 are own creating according to experience and constantly test, these formula only can on the protein structure prediction with HP model, but this also shows that the current formula have flawed, we will consider more factors, other algorithm and formulas to improve these because the concept of three way to update population like mixing a local search in optimization algorithm.
As mentioned above, not only formula need to improve, the parameter setting is also a big problem and that may change follow to formula changing. The setting direct impact on this algorithm searching ability.
V. CONCLUSION
The RTO algorithm exhibited high performance to the triangular lattice model. The algorithm effectively determined the folding mechanism for complicated and long amino acid sequences. Most of the algorithms in predicting long amino acid sequence structure are often not very good. We try to use a new algorithm and improve for ways to this problem. However, this attempt results can be seen good result from Table III , but if the parameter and the formula have further improvement maybe perhaps more predictive power optimization.
